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Ambiente in Cloud, the first environmental platform
for small and medium enterprises.
Today Viasat has an increasingly stronger and more defined structure
in Waste Management market, thanks to the experience and knowhow of Anthea and Datamove (two of the main companies in this
sector), creating a Business Unit dedicated to these issues.
All the Group has taken on a leading role in this specific area. Since
the Waste sector is growing in Europe in an significant way, this
market represents a great opportunity for Viasat to be recognized as
a reference subject, thanks to an offer of high-performance solutions,
advanced services and constant assistance to meet the needs for
change and business evolution, maximizing efficiency and
competitiveness.
It is precisely within this context that Ambiente in Cloud comes, a Cloud native platform dedicated to
manufacturers, transporters, plants and intermediaries for industrial waste management. With Ambiente in
Cloud all the activities can be managed via browser or app: enviromental movement, register load/upload,
forms, MUD (local declaration) calculation, up to the generation of electronic invoicing to customers.
“Technology and innovation are the basis of the green drive of Viasat Group. Finally there is a special
attention to the environment and waste management. The waste market is constantly changing. Ambiente in
Cloud represents a revolution in waste management systems: customers are no longer found to purchase
server licenses ot to pay for expensive maintenance costs. A pay-per-use formula with online assistance,
tailor made services and easy access to our system at any time and from any device” - comments Luca
Moretti Head BU Waste Management, Viasat S.p.A.
Furthermore, it is possible to create a real social networking to find skilled professionals, interact with
customer and suppliers, share information, reduce business costs and bureaucracy and cooperate with other
users.
More Information https://www.ambienteincloud.it/

